
Faculty Senate Minutes 

 
5/3/2018 

2 p.m.– 4:00 p.m. 
Highlands College room 123 

Attendance:  Charie Faught, Scott Risser, Jackie Timmer, Tony Patrick, Atish Mitra, Chad Okrusch, Miriam Young, Phil 

Curtiss,  Stella Capoccia, Vickie Petritz, Matt Egloff,  Ron White, Courtney Young,  Dave Gurchiek, Doug Abbott 

 

I. Welcome and Minutes- Motion to approve 4/19/2018 meeting minutes and seconded. Minutes approved.   

 Action Items 

II. Emeritus Recommendation  

a. Douglas Coe-  see agenda attachment 

Has been at Montana Tech for 34 years.  Motion to approve and seconded. Motion passes. 

b. Grant Mitman- see attachment   

Came and gave lecture on home solar energy for an energy class.  Discussed concern that the item not being on agenda 

(currently no opportunity to speak to departments). The submission does warrant a discussion. Question regarding the 

“Department of Research”, response that it is from the Dean of Research.  Concern of potentially not having the correct 

department.  Motion to withdraw at this time. Question of who is also considered Research Faculty (only one at this 

time, who is retiring). Review of Faculty Staff Handbook, issue of the department forwarding this request.  

III. CRC Recommendations – see agenda attachments 

a. Minutes and (SME) Petroleum Engineering Class  

b. (HC) Add courses in Math, Surveying, and Cybersecurity; modify courses in Construction; modify Web 

Development and Administration AAS; and add certificate in Land surveying  

c. (CLSPS) Changes to Business courses, Health Care Informatics major, Business and Information Technology 

major, Computer Sciences major, and Biological Sciences minor. Additionally, add certificate in “Landman” and 

Bachelors of Nursing completion program (post licensure).  

Comments on a-c. Math 140 has been pulled from Highlands College submissions.  Completion program changes 

for nursing (not adding as a new program). Land Surveying will be heading to BOR as an informational item only 

(no need for approval).  Working with Civil Engineering for the surveying component (may wish to speak with 

other departments).  Motion to approve a-c and seconded. Motion passes. 

d. CRC addition of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering- see attachment. Part of changes are administrative, 

but passed at CRC on April 5th. Language in the catalogue regarding the tracks have been resolved.  Consult with 

Leslie Dickerson took place for new catalogue language.   Motion to approve and seconded.  Motion passes. 

 

IV. Graduate Council Recommendation for Catalog Change – see agenda attachment- 

Applies to undergraduate programs greater than 128 credit.  Comment that it may water down each program. Concern 

that it creates a lower credit Master’s program. Item was discussed and passed at last CRC meeting.  Individual 

departments would not have to opt in (can make individual program choices).  Comment that students who have 

completed the 128 credits can apply additional credits to graduate school. Comment that should wait for Graduate 

Dean. Comment that other schools have similar policies. Graduate Council have been discussing for several meetings.  



Recommendation to pass, as it does have an opt-out provision for individual departments.  Comment that academic 

structure does change, and the ability to have a Master’s in a shorter period of time may be an opportunity.  Comment 

that Master’s degree now the standard for some degree areas.  Motion to table and seconded for Dean Hartline to 

discuss the recommendation.  Motion fails. Motion to move forward to pass and seconded. Motion passes.  

 

 

 Informational Items 

V. Committee updates:  

a. Program Prioritization Committee  

Two meetings have occurred since the last faculty meeting. The earlier meeting had additional academic metrics, with 

no conclusion or recommendations at this time. The academic discussions will move forward in the fall, based on 

individual colleges. For the summer, the committee will switch gears to non-academics by Vice Chancellor, with 

questions regarding less resources and more resources.   

 

Comment that summer salary for those not department heads is bothersome, due to budget constraints.  Comment that 

since not under financial exigency, should not be a dire concern.  Concern that teaching is primary concern, with a lot of 

bureaucracy.  For example, Tech uses people for advising, when a program can be used.   Comment that efficiencies and 

opportunities are being discussed.  Comment that spending money more intelligently by department is also being 

discussed (in one faculty senator’s department).   

 

Comment that faculty have not been laid off at this time, and nowhere near financially exigency.  Comment that we do 

not have more administrators in the last ten years.  Comment that staff have been laid off.  

 

 

c. WIRE  

Meeting over the summer to determine the relationships between the colleges (Highlands, CLPS, SME). 

Recommendation of name has been sent to the Chancellor.  Work most likely will continue in the fall, such as general 

education, internships, and increase Masters programs.  

 

 Discussion Items 

VI. Teaching Innovation Grants – see agenda for language. 

Comment of having great ideas for improvement, but no resources to implement. One model was looked at, including 

the MSU model, with grants available. The concept is that the grant will be timed to coincide with capital equipment 

requests, which are now required to have student involvement.  Proposal language has been developed.   Potentially 

funding is from capital equipment money.  The method might be a way to review outside of departments on a more 

global scale with student involvement. Question about how it will be measured and how will the results be 

disseminated.   Comment that an IT purchase project occurred without being used (metrics and outcomes may be of 

benefit).  Comment of liking the concept.  Comment that something might be innovative if not being done in an 

instructor’s class (innovative in an individual’s class).  Comment that vendors often willing to provide equipment.   Scott 

Risser, Phil Curtiss and Chad Okrusch willing to form a subcommittee to discuss further. 

VII. Senate meeting times for Fall 2018 

Finding times have been difficult. Looking to have a group look and propose times for next fall, which should be set for 

the first week.  Phil Curtiss, Courtney Young, and Stella Capoccia willing to participate in scheduling subcommittee.   

Comment that may include outside of business hours as part of the discussion.  Consideration for once every two weeks, 

and leaving a half an hour for transportation.  Also would advocate for carpooling.  Comment that would prefer later in 



the afternoon as opposed to a weekend.  Potentially that Thursday afternoons might be the most well attended (which 

conflicts with speaker series).  Quorum will be 13, but 16 or 17 would be preferred.  

VIII. Other Items  

Faculty Survey Results-   

Currently we have more than enough submissions to show a good sample size, though some did not complete all 

questions. We will be going over the results in the fall to see what we should do and changes we may want to see.  In 

previous years have taken the whole survey and how things have changed (after submissions to individuals and full 

reports to the Commissioner and the Chancellor). Not all the comments have been released for each administrator to 

the faculty, and instead provided feedback.   

Comment to caution communicating all the raw data. The critique should be constructive rather than hurtful.  Comment 

that concern is about anonymity, may not get as much participation if people knew the actuals were released. Can also 

choose to have those see the data by request.  Concern of making raw data available, as it may be disseminated.  Will 

see as an action item in the fall to disseminate the data at that time.  

Comment that prefer to start over the summer to compile report for the Chancellor (which was the past process).  

Comment about changes of faculty staff handbook from a previous meeting. Question regarding forming a committee to 

review the faculty staff handbook. Comment that was done at least twenty years ago, with little change from faculty 

since that period time. HR changes last year took place.  Are requesting for faculty senators to determine if anyone is 

interested.  

Meeting adjourned.  
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